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active international consultant, she

An Interview
Lynda Applegate

has both worked at the Ford Motor

with

Company

and

advised

venture-

backed Internet startups. Her festive
office, adorned with real and photographed flowers as well as tribal
art, bears the remnants of several
such recent projects, including a
babystyle.com infant T-shirt, a bestcalls.com coffee mug, and, from
designershoes.com, a chocolate highheeled shoe.
Prof. Applegate concedes that

By Randall Rothenberg

coordinating coopetition may seem
yet one more in a series of impossible

I

tasks confronting business leaders in
a commonplace that to

Applegate points out, the greatest

the new century. But in her 150 pub-

succeed in the New Economy,

opportunities will likely accrue to

lished case studies, two books, and

most companies will have little

those companies that establish them-

more than 25 articles and book chap-

choice but to develop multiple

selves as market facilitators, broker-

ters, she has devoted considerable

T IS NOW

alliances with other firms inside

ing the information and relationships

research to its pre-Internet past.

their industry’s value chain. But that

among firms in a “coopetitive” com-

Indeed, she finds the antecedents to

is no simple task. For in a global mar-

munity and “leveraging the resources

today's alliance-management chal-

ketplace where the communications

of the community itself.” Smart com-

lenges in the histories of such earlier

system is ubiquitous, the borders

panies, says Professor Applegate, the

innovators as the American Hospital

porous, and technology transfer

M.B.A. Class of 1952 Distinguished

Supply Corporation and American

nearly instantaneous, the lines that

Professor of Business Administration

Airlines. She addressed these in a

once separated manufacturers, ven-

at the Harvard Business School, “pay

conversation with Strategy & Busi-

dors, distributors, retailers and even

attention to their customers, their sup-

ness in her Harvard office.

media are no longer clear. One’s col-

pliers, their partners and all stakehol-

laborators may simultaneously be

ders in their electronic community.”

one’s competitors — a situation

Prof. Applegate is among that

S&B: The Internet Economy is filled

with strange new forms of inter-com-

dubbed “coopetition” by former

small

whose

pany alliances. And there’s a great

Novell Inc. C.E.O. Raymond J. Noorda.

research on the impact of information

deal of discussion about the com-

Managing coopetition may well

group

of

scholars

technologies on markets, industries

plexities of managing these allian-

be the trickiest but most valuable skill

and

the

ces, of competing and cooperating

in the Internet Economy. As Lynda M.

advent of the World Wide Web. An

with companies at the same time.

organizations

predates

...............................
Randall Rothenberg is editor-in-chief of Strategy & Business.
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But in your historical explorations,

of goods, and railroads and the

mainframes did not permit the eco-

you’ve pointed out that none of this

automobile enabled the distribu-

nomic transformation that we are

is new.

tion of those goods across dis-

seeing today. In fact, the early main-

APPLEGATE: You certainly hear a

tances.

frames were designed with the hierarchy in mind.

lot about new “virtual” organiza-

These technologies ushered in

tions these days. While some of this

the Industrial Era. They enabled a

is more rhetoric than reality, there

shift from the craft-based Agri-

S&B: In what way?

has definitely been an increase in

cultural Era — in which numerous

APPLEGATE: The mainframe ap-

the willingness of business execu-

specialized small firms clustered

proach to automating tasks mir-

tives to source products and ser-

together to share the task of pro-

rored the specialization and segre-

Technology actually enabled both the creation of highly
integrated firms in the early 1900’s and the tearing down
of those firm boundaries as we enter the 21st century.
vices from the outside. To under-

ducing the goods and services

gation of work that we saw in the

stand why this is happening, it’s

needed by a community — to the

hierarchy: accounts receivable,

important to understand why firms

Industrial Era of large, complex,

inventory management, personnel.

chose to keep things inside the firm

vertically integrated, global firms.

Each application was created for a

As firms grew geographically,

specific manager. Each performed a

they also added new product lines,

specialized activity and had its own

and the complexity of the firm

data coming in and its own data

S&B: In the past it was all very lin-

increased dramatically. To manage

coming out. Everything remained

ear. That’s why we spoke of value

the complexity, specialized units

structured and siloed.

“chains.”

were created inside the firm — from

— we call this vertical integration
— during the Industrial Era.

That’s right. Yes-

the factory floor to the top — and

S&B: So siloed, hierarchical manage-

terday’s value chains are today’s

professional managers were posi-

ment begat a technology that re-

value networks or — in Internet

tioned within linear, hierarchical

inforced —

parlance — communities. Tech-

chains to coordinate and control

APPLEGATE: Siloed, hierarchical

nology actually enabled both the

the flow of information and tran-

management. The tool — the main-

creation of highly integrated firms

sactions among specialists that

frame computer — and the struc-

in the early 1900’s and the tearing

worked under them. Only commod-

ture fit very well together.

down of those firm boundaries as

ity products and structured tasks

we enter the 21st century. The late

were outsourced.

APPLEGATE:

S&B: When and why did this com-

1800’s and early 1900’s were a peri-

With the introduction of infor-

od of intense technological innova-

mation technology in the mid-

APPLEGATE: By the mid-1970’s, the

tion. The telegraph and telephone

1900’s, we brought in a tool to help

highly

enabled communication across dis-

people share information and coor-

needed updating. They no longer fit

tances; machinery and assembly

dinate specialized activities. But

with the way people wanted to do

lines enabled the mass production

the limited capabilities of early

business. But, by this time, special-
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ized M.I.S. units had developed and,
like the rest of the organization,
they were measured by their productivity and efficiency. Changes to
old systems never seemed to get as
much attention as the development
of new ones, and users began to
complain.
At the same time, information
technology was evolving to make it
easier to use and more accessible.
By the time the personal computer
was introduced in the late 1970’s,
users were ready to take things into
their own hands. The energy crisis,
the rise of strong global competitors and economic recessions catalyzed the shift as local management struggled to get access to the
information they needed to do their
job — information that was now
trapped within siloed computer
systems.
S&B: Were the energy crisis and the

recession the only pressures? We
also had the social revolution of the

else’s PC. As use of the PC in-

the acceptance of a common stan-

1960’s, which changed people’s

creased, so did the pressure to

dard for how individuals, govern-

expectations about work and the

communicate

and

ments, academic institutions and

relationship between work and the

coordinate work across the techno-

companies around the world cre-

individual.

logical boundaries. The introduc-

ate, store, package and share infor-

APPLEGATE: Yes. That was another

tion of local area networks, and

mation. Information is no longer

important part of the transition to

finally client-server approaches to

segregated based on whether it is

today’s information economy.

sharing information and work,

data, text, voice or video, and we

paved the way for the Internet and

now have the ability to unite the

the new organization paradigm.

“islands of automation” that kept

Initially, PC’s were only used to
support personal activities like

information

work segregated. What’s more,

word processing and spreadsheet
calculations. There was little to no

S&B: What did the Internet add that

these new technologies are easy to

connection between the work per-

caused the revolutionary changes

use and highly entertaining and

formed and information created on

that we see today?

informative, so they are accessible

a PC and the work performed and

APPLEGATE: The key contributions

to all of us — not just to highly spe-

information created on a compa-

of the Internet and the technologies

cialized technologists. By agreeing

ny’s mainframe or even on anyone

of the Network Era are based upon

on a common standard, we have
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managed before?

goods, services and payments, usu-

ing information and completing

APPLEGATE: To answer that, you

ally during a specific time period

transactions that enables us to

need to understand some basic eco-

and with limited interaction or

break down the walls that separat-

nomic theory. As companies con-

information-sharing between the

ed people within firms and firms

sider how to organize and manage

parties involved. In contractual

within industries.

the network of players needed to

relationships, the products or ser-

opened up a new channel for shar-

produce, market, sell, distribute

vices to be provided by each party,

S&B: So the technology now enables

and maintain products and deliver

and the length of the relationship,

new ways to organize industries and

services in their value network,

are well-defined and clearly docu-

the firms that exist within them.

they are confronted with two funda-

mented at the start of the relation-

APPLEGATE: Exactly. We are seeing

mental questions: First, “which

ship. The formal terms of the con-

a return to the community ap-

activities should we keep inside the

tract become the basis for coordi-

proach of getting work done. Within

boundaries of our firm and which

nating and controlling the exchange

these new global communities, spe-

should we source from the out-

of goods, services, payments and

cialized firms can share information

side?” And second, “How should we

information throughout the length

and transactions, both cooperating

interact with our customers, suppli-

of the contract. Partnerships are

and competing. As we enter the

ers, distributors, and others?”

required when the activities to be
jointly

managed

are

complex,

21st century, the fundamental eco-

The first question deals with

nomic models that define indus-

network structure. There are three

uncertain and critical to the suc-

tries, markets and firms are chang-

key choices that an executive can

cess of the companies. Partner-

ing. We need a new shorthand for

make. First, locate all but the most

ships require shared goals, comple-

these models. It used to be enough

routine, transaction-oriented activi-

mentary expertise and skills, and

to ask someone “What business are

ties inside the firm. Second, source

integration of processes across

you in?” If they said, “I am a retailer

selected products or services —

organizational

in a specific industry,” we all knew

usually those that can be controlled

exchange of goods and services is

the structure of the firm, the indus-

through contracts — from an exter-

ongoing, and the interactions and

try and how different parties relat-

nal party. Finally, retain within firm

relationships must adapt to the

ed to one another. Now, we ask

boundaries only those activities

changing priorities of the parties

“What is your business model?”

that are core competencies. Tradi-

involved.

boundaries.

The

tionally, managers chose to locate
S&B: “What is your business?” and

an activity within their organiza-

S&B: How you are able to interact

“What is your business model?” are

tional boundary (i.e., vertically inte-

with other industry participants will
affect your decision on whether to

two different questions.

grate) when a significant cost or

APPLEGATE: Two very different

risk was involved in managing it

outsource.

things. A business model describes

from the outside.

APPLEGATE: Right. Prior to the

not just the structure of the indus-

All firms also make choices

widespread, global penetration of

try — your suppliers, customers,

about the relationships they devel-

information technology, the cost

distributors and competitors — but

op with customers, suppliers and

and risk of coordinating and con-

also the dynamics of how firms con-

other external industry partici-

trolling all but the most routine

duct business with, and relate to,

pants. There are three major

transactions and well-structured

others in the industry.

options: transactions, contracts

contracts led managers to locate

and partnerships. Transactions

most activities within their organi-

involve the simple exchange of

zational boundaries. Exceptions, at

S&B: How were those relationships
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times, were made to enable a firm

that requires an individualized

many recall its familiar slogan,

to gain valuable expertise or

“relationship sell.” They must help

“Genuine G.M. Parts.”

resources that could not be devel-

the customer understand the fea-

oped inside the firm. In these cases,

tures of the product and how it can

S&B: But you say we don’t need to do

managers balanced the increased

be used in the customer’s unique

it through vertical integration any-

cost of interorganizational coordi-

business context. Once the sale is

more.

We used to ask, “What business are you in?”
Now, we find ourselves asking,
“What is your business model?”
nation and control with the benefits

over, there are many more discrete

APPLEGATE: Today when we auto-

to be gained from sourcing the

transactions that will take place. It’s

mate a transaction — even a highly

expertise from the outside.

a very valuable relationship, and

complex and uncertain one — we

you can’t specify all the discrete

also capture the information you

transactions that will take place.

need to coordinate and manage it.

S&B: It’s fascinating to think that

This information can be shared in

these choices have always existed.
APPLEGATE: Yes, they’ve always

S&B: In the past, there was a strong

real time so all parties understand

existed and they still exist today.

bias to bringing all but the most dis-

what is happening in real time. We

Manufacturers like Kellogg sell their

crete transaction activities inside the

can also open a channel to commu-

breakfast cereals through super-

firm, wasn’t there?

nicate interactively. And, new mod-

markets. Consumers like you and

APPLEGATE: Yes. Eastman Kodak,

ular system designs enable you to

me have a transaction-style rela-

for example, was vertically integrat-

change the automated transaction

tionship with Kellogg and with the

ed even into the 1980’s. Founded in

to adjust to changes in company or

supermarket. All of the information

the late 1800’s on the principle of

market dynamics.

we need to purchase the product is

“commitment to quality,” the firm

available on the package and a mar-

established its own laundry to

S&B: Hence, we have G.M. spinning

ket price is determined in advance.

insure that cloth for wiping film was

off Delphi, its parts division, because

Automobile manufacturers still con-

of the highest quality; it bought its

the company can now manage the

tract with tire companies for a spe-

own blacksmith and built its own

relationship with its parts suppliers

cific type of tire. These contracts

foundry to make its machines.

without having to integrate them into

determine how many tires will be

Having

the firm.

supplied, where and when they will

around quality, Kodak managers

APPLEGATE: Right. Getting back to

be delivered, the price paid, and the

believed that the costs and risks

the I.B.M. example, key-account

quality demanded. And I.B.M. still

associated with managing these

roles don’t go away just because

sells mainframe computers through

activities on the outside were

you automate the transaction. In

key-account salespeople. These

greater than the benefits that would

fact, we need them more than ever

key-account salespeople often have

be achieved through sourcing.

before. As the technology allows us

an office at the customer’s location.

General Motors followed a similar

to outsource and manage more

They sell a complex, costly product

strategy in the early and mid-1900’s;

complex activities, we’re seeing the

defined

their
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growth of a new role: an alliance

Internet was a fascinating technolo-

company. It was not long, however,

manager. In fact, many of the

gy that had the potential to change

before new uses for the technology

Internet startups that I work with

the way they did business with cus-

became available. You see, A.H.S.C.

call these people “business devel-

tomers, suppliers and other parties

was well-known for working very,

opment managers.” These are the

in their industry. They wanted to

very closely with its key accounts;

key-account

know how to get started learning

the whole health-care industry was

about this new technology. Being

very relationship-oriented. You did-

someone who has always felt we

n’t sell anything to a hospital unless

S&B: These alliance managers are

can learn a great deal by looking at

you were willing to beat the street

not just managing a single key

similar transitions in history, I said,

and shake hands. So it was no sur-

managers

of

the

Internet Economy.

Back then, the platforms were proprietary.
Today’s business-to-business exchanges, like
Chemdex, use the Internet as the platform upon
which buyers and sellers distribute products.
account. They’re managing relation-

“Let’s look back and see how the

prise that a salesperson soon rec-

ships among a range of companies.

dominant electronic-commerce pio-

ognized that customers were hav-

APPLEGATE: Yes, we can use the

neers of the past changed the basis

ing their own problems with inven-

technology to expand what individ-

of competition in their industry.”

tory management — and the customers’ problems affected him per-

uals can do. We can allow them to
manage a greater number of com-

S&B: You’ve written extensively

sonally. When a customer ran out

plex relationships, using both face-

about American Airlines and Ameri-

of stock, she called on him. This

to-face and computer-mediated

can Hospital Supply Corporation in

took him away from selling to new

information and communication

this context. Tell us about, say,

customers. Clearly, the relationship

channels to actually improve the

A.H.S.C.

was not working as well as it could.

level of interaction and their under-

APPLEGATE: In the same way that

So the salesperson said, “You

standing of the unfolding nature of

today’s companies were asking me

know, we just used this new tech-

the relationships.

how they could use the Internet,

nology called a computer to fix our

forward-thinking firms like A.H.S.C.

internal inventory system. Maybe

S&B: What’s fascinated me about

were thinking how they could use

there’s a way the same technology

your research is your conclusion that

newly introduced computers in the

can work for you.” So the sales

this kind of alliance management

1960’s. A.H.S.C. decided to use this

person went back and talked to the

isn’t new.

new technology to automate a criti-

people who installed A.H.S.C.’s

APPLEGATE: That’s right. When the

cal internal activity that was

computer system. “I’ve got a cus-

Internet was first commercialized, I

becoming far too complex: invento-

tomer over here who’s having trou-

was working with several compa-

ry management. It began by using

ble with inventory management,”

nies who were fairly forward-think-

computers to automate transac-

he said. The I.T. people explained

ing. They recognized that the

tions and relationships inside the

how the system worked — informa-
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tion on each product sold was kept

So this salesperson shared how he

industry. A.H.S.C. developed the

on a separate data card — and said,

was helping his customers manage

dominant platform upon which

“How about if we put cards with

their inventory. It was so simple

health-care supplies were distrib-

information on the products they

and effective that others — includ-

uted; American Airlines and United

buy from us and a card reader in

ing management — said, “Wow,

Airlines developed reservation sys-

the customer’s storeroom? Put

that’s a great idea. I know some of

tems that became the dominant

each product card in the stack of

our other customers could use that,

platforms for the travel industry.

products so that when they get to

too!” Within a year, 200 hospitals

Keep in mind, these were more than

the card, it’s time to reorder. They

had signed on. Reminiscent of the

just technology platforms. The

then can put the card in the card

free technology giveaways we see

company that owned the platform

reader, which will call a similar card

today, A.H.S.C. gave away the card

also specified the rules for how

reader in our warehouse using stan-

readers and even taught customers

companies would do business.

dard dialup telephone lines, and

how to use them. The cost savings

These rules were embedded in the

transmit the data to us. Simple.”

that came from doing business elec-

software itself. The company also

tronically were so great that it made

had access to very valuable market

S&B: This was back in the 60’s. How

sense to get the technology in the

information on what was selling,

come the salesperson was able to

hands of the customers immediate-

and how much people were willing

talk directly to I.T.? It sounds like they

ly. Within a very short time, a whole

to pay.

didn’t have to fill out and justify an

new consulting division had been

in-depth project proposal. What hap-

set up at A.H.S.C. to help hospitals

S&B: It was all so simple and ele-

pened to the siloed approach to

reengineer their inventory systems.

gant. How come we don’t hear about

using mainframes that we talked

As customers signed up in droves,

A.H.S.C. today?

about earlier? I can’t imagine that it

they began to pressure other manu-

APPLEGATE: By the mid-1980’s,

was that simple for a salesperson

facturers to use the same system

hospital supply manufacturers like

and a computer programmer to sug-

for their products. And, since

Johnson & Johnson and Baxter had

gest opening up their data systems to

A.H.S.C. was primarily a distributor,

become concerned by the powerful

an outsider! This must have been a

the

to

position that A.H.S.C. held within

revolutionary idea back then.

A.H.S.C. to sell their products for

the industry. While J.&J. attempted

APPLEGATE: Keep in mind that,

them.

to build its own distribution plat-

manufacturers

turned

form, Baxter stepped in and bought

back then, computer systems were
in their infancy; things hadn’t

S&B: So A.H.S.C. developed a stan-

A.H.S.C. This was viewed by the

become structured and separated

dardized platform upon which an

industry as a very aggressive com-

and siloed yet. Still, it was a radical

industry did business.

petitive action. When it was inde-

innovation. You had to have an

APPLEGATE: Yes. Today’s business-

pendent, A.H.S.C. was primarily a

organization like A.H.S.C. that was

to-business exchanges, like Chem-

distributor; it manufactured very

totally driven on service-to-sales to

dex, use the Internet as the plat-

few of its own products and didn’t

find that a salesperson could come

form upon which buyers and sellers

directly compete with J.&J. and the

back and say, “I need this” and have

distribute products. But back then,

other manufacturers. The other

someone take action immediately.

the platforms were proprietary.

companies were happy to have

Well, to make a long story

They took a long time to build and

them make life easier for them and

short, the system worked beautiful-

cost hundreds of millions of dollars.

for their end customers.

ly. And, when salespeople get

As a result, there were only one or

together, they love to share stories.

two that could be supported in an
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Hospital Supply was good for each

manager for a long time. The com-

dreds of small airlines that went out

drug company?

pany owned the technical infra-

of business while waiting for cus-

APPLEGATE: Right. Then Baxter

structure and the systems; it

tomer power and the Justice

bought A.H.S.C. and all of a sudden,

defined how business was going to

Department to insure a competitive

the key distributor now also pro-

be conducted in these electronic

marketplace.

vided almost 90 percent of the sup-

markets.

plies that hospitals used. Talk

S&B: Today, with the Internet, the

about coopetition! So J.&J. increas-

S&B: But it was still hamstrung by

technology platform is shared. There

ed its efforts to launch its own com-

other kinds of forces out there. One

is no first-mover advantage in own-

peting distribution platform. But,

was regulatory force, right?

ing the technology. It would seem

how many of them can you have on

APPLEGATE: Anti-trust will bring

that this situation would lend itself to

one purchasing clerk’s desk?

you back, if you go out too far.

a frenzy of competition, not coopera-

American and United found that

tion, since companies aren’t faced

S&B: The value of this system is only

out. I’m sure you recall how the

with these enormous infrastructure

if everybody’s using it.

Department of Justice stepped in to

investments.

APPLEGATE: Right.

prevent abuses by the airlines that

APPLEGATE: While the basic tech-

owned the C.R.S. systems during

nical infrastructure is shared, my

S&B: So Baxter was faced with either

the mid-1980’s. I can’t help but

research is showing that the same

losing this valuable system that they

think of this when I see the

patterns apply. It’s just that it’s now

just paid scads of money for, or figur-

Department of Justice actions

on hyper-drive. First, recall that the

ing out a way...

against Microsoft.

technical platform — networks and
computers — is just one of the fea-

APPLEGATE: Of spinning it out. Fast

forward to today, and it’s a different

S&B: So industries have to wait for

tures of a business infrastructure.

company.

the

Physical products still demand a

government

to

insure

that

monopolies aren’t created?

physical infrastructure. For exam-

S&B: But it managed the simultane-

APPLEGATE: No. There is also cus-

ple, initially Amazon.com thought it

ous competition and cooperation for

tomer power. In the health-care

was going to be the world’s biggest

a long time before being spun off?

industry, hospitals said, “We can’t

virtual bookstore. It now realizes

APPLEGATE: It did.

just purchase Baxter products. My

that the Internet distribution model

docs want Ethicon sutures. If you

is really a clicks-and-mortar model.

S&B: What were the forces that held

don’t work this out, you’re out of

It has seven physical warehouses in

back all-out competitive warfare?

here.”

the United States. Amazon.com also
found that the software that con-

And what were the forces that prevented Baxter from simply trying to

S&B: Are these the primary ways

trols how industry participants

steamroll the marketplace?

that monopoly power is prevented?

transact and interact is much more

APPLEGATE: Back then, it would

APPLEGATE: In the United States,

complex than initially thought.

take a long time to replicate one of

customer requirements for an inte-

Building a business infrastructure

these

had

grated solution, and regulatory

is more than just building a Web

already built its own networks and

requirements that demand a com-

site. The point is, the technology

internal systems. It spent hundreds

petitive marketplace, help to keep

infrastructure is not free and it’s not

of millions of dollars putting the

any one firm from becoming too

easy. So what you end up seeing is

infrastructure in place, and thus

powerful. But neither force works

that there is still a powerful first-

secured its position as channel

100 percent effectively. Ask the hun-

mover advantage.

platforms.
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S&B: But the advantage isn’t enough

S&B: Does this mean that vertical

ics of how entire markets, indus-

for a company to just take over an

integration is a thing of the past?

tries and organizations work. It is

entire marketplace?

APPLEGATE: Not at all. Today’s

impossible to determine the best

APPLEGATE: No. It couldn’t before

executives just have more options

way to structure a network and to

and it can’t now. Smart firms pay

and opportunities. Look at the con-

define all of the relationships

attention to their customers, their

solidation going on in the consumer

required unless you have a full

suppliers, their partners and all

broadband industry. Media compa-

understanding of your options and

stakeholders in their electronic

nies, network broadcasters, por-

how each and every one works.

community. By focusing on rapid

tals, Internet service providers,

This, of course, brings us back to

market penetration and stakehold-

cable and phone companies are all

the question of “What is my busi-

er loyalty, they can insure that

consolidating, competing and coop-

ness model?” Now, however, we

abuses do not take place. Seeing

erating to define sustainable com-

need to add another question:

how far you can get before the

petitive positions. Trying to sort

“How should it evolve and change

Justice Department steps in is prob-

through and make decisions on

over time?” It’s a challenging and

ably not the best way to insure a

these complex, hybrid relation-

exciting time.

dominant position in an electronic

ships and structures requires a

market.

deep understanding of the econom-
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